The value of construction managed by the Butz Family of Companies in the past three years has averaged approximately $587 million. With more than two centuries of combined business operations, Butz, Shoemaker and Alexander offer a unique level of experience and a legacy of quality and commitment. Together, we provide a synergy of three teams with market experience that share strong values and one common goal ... your complete satisfaction.

Geisinger Wyoming Valley Medical Center
Wilkes-Barre, PA
Alvin H. Butz, Inc.

The new Critical Care building represents a major expansion project of Geisinger’s Wyoming Valley campus in Wilkes-Barre. The 165,000 SF, 5-story building is designed to house a 40,000 SF surgical suite with 12 operating rooms and a 38,000 SF emergency department with 26 treatment bays. CT scan and x-ray room. It also provides space for a 26 bay PACU/prep/stage recovery unit, anesthesia rooms and support areas.

Leaders in Healthcare Construction Management

Together as the Butz Family of Companies, Alvin H. Butz, Inc., Shoemaker Construction Co. and Alexander Building Construction Co. provide complete and exceptional construction services to the healthcare industry throughout Central and Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Northern Delaware.

The Butz Family of Companies’ vast strengths include:

**Financial stability** — a strong financial position, superior bonding capacity and a 4A1 Dun & Bradstreet credit rating

**People** — we have highly talented, seasoned professionals who bring specific healthcare industry knowledge relating to complex HVAC and electrical installations, med gasses, as well as noise and dust control in occupied areas

**Expertise** — our projects encompass hospitals, physicians’ centers, skilled nursing units, emergency and trauma centers, critical and specialized care units, outpatient and rehab centers, laboratories, food service facilities and parking structures

**Geographic reach** — a diverse presence that encompasses all of Eastern and Central Pennsylvania, Delaware and New Jersey

**Qualified subcontractors** — in-depth knowledge of the local contractors serving our territories, coupled with outstanding long-term relationships, enables us to leverage the best value and qualified work crews on our projects

**Outstanding safety record** — with advanced training and dedicated professionals ensuring the safety of both occupants and construction workers
A.I. duPont Hospital for Children
Wilmington, DE
Shoemaker Construction Co.

A.I. duPont Hospital is tripling the size of its pediatric cardiac and neonatal intensive care units, without interrupting care for its tiny patients. Phase I involves removing the exterior wall and building a 15,000 SF addition. Phase II involves renovating the original 7,500 SF space, including nurses’ stations, exam rooms and patient beds. Access to occupied areas is maintained throughout construction, and every care is taken to minimize impacts from dust, noise and vibration.

WellSpan Health
Women’s Center and
York Imaging Center
York, PA
Alexander Building Construction, LLC

WellSpan’s new Women’s Center and York Hospital Imaging Center, located on the Apple Hill Health Campus, is a 2-story, 72,000 SF medical office building for outpatient women’s and imaging procedures. Specialty procedure rooms include MRI’s, CT scans, PET scans, Mammography rooms and Gamma test areas.

RECENT HEALTHCARE EXPERIENCE

259 COMPLETED PROJECTS (PAST 25 YEARS) $2,396,477,000
10 PROJECTS IN PROGRESS $66,440,000

Alexander Building Construction Co. • Harrisburg, PA
Richard J. Seitz • 717-234-7041 • richard.seitz@butz.com

Alexander Building Construction Co. • State College, PA
Christopher S. Magent • 814-237-6059 • christopher.magent@butz.com

Alvin H. Butz, Inc. • Allentown, PA
Margaret E. McConnell • 610-395-6871 • margaret.mcconnell@butz.com

Shoemaker Construction Co. • West Conshohocken, PA
Maura C. Hesdon • 610-941-5500 • maura.hesdon@butz.com